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Bob: Every parent has a responsibility to steer his children away from temptation and away from 
sin. What can we do as parents to make sure our children aren't led into the sin of homosexuality? 
Here is Don Schmierer. 

Don: I think one of the positive approaches a parent can take is – particularly the father – to start 
reaffirming his son and spend time with him, make sure he's doing the positive things to that child 
to continue to build him up so the child knows he's loved. And spend time with the child doing the 
things that the child is interested in instead of taking a negative and maybe accusing them of 
something that's passed through their mind. 

[musical transition] ( Read Full Transcript )  
Bob: This is FamilyLife Today for Wednesday, February 25th. Our host is the president of 
FamilyLife, Dennis Rainey, and I'm Bob Lepine. Today we have some practical suggestions for 
parents on how we can steer our kids way from the gay lifestyle. 

[musical transition]  

And welcome to FamilyLife Today, thanks for joining us on the Wednesday edition. Once again, 
today, Dennis, we want to encourage moms and dads to be diligent and make a determination 
about whether your sons and daughters are age-appropriate for what we're going to be talking 
about. We're going to be looking again at the subject of homosexuality, and it may be that younger 
listeners should be distracted during this discussion. 

Dennis: Yes, and, Bob, if one of our listeners knows of a family member or a friend who is dealing 
with this subject of homosexuality, it might be a good opportunity to pick up your phone and call 
them and invite them to listen in. We're not into bashing people, we are into offering hope and the 
Gospel, which liberates from all sorts of addictions and sin. And I'd be less than honest if I didn't 
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say up front that I believe the Bible teaches that this is inappropriate behavior. This is not 
something that I believe the Scripture endorses. 

And we have with us today a couple of gentlemen who have written a pair of books that are real 
eye-openers that I think address the fear that some moms and dads – well, they struggle with as 
they think about raising sons and daughters in the midst of a permissive culture. Don Schmierer 
joins us along with Alan Medinger. Don, Alan, welcome back to FamilyLife Today. 

Don: Great to be here. 

Alan: Thanks for having us. 

Dennis: Don has written a book called "An Ounce of Prevention." He and his wife, Diana, have 
been married for more than 40 years. They live up near Sacramento on a farm. Do you ever do 
any dove hunting up there in the … 

Don: Oh, yes, yes. 

Dennis: … in the valley? 

Don: Yes, I love to dove hunt. 

Dennis: It's a beautiful spot up there. He's been involved with The Navigators for a number of 
years; has a number of ministries where he's served folks who are in the addiction recovery 
programs, and he's written this book, "An Ounce of Prevention," really addressing the whole 
concept of preventing the homosexual condition in today's youth, and it's a needed book today. 

Alan and his wife live in the Baltimore area, all the way across country. Alan is the former 
executive director of Exodus North America. He is the founder and director of Regeneration, which 
is one of the oldest Christian ex-gay ministries in the United States. He is a speaker at ex-gay 
conferences; has appeared on the "Today" show, the "700 Club," and he has written a book called 
"Growth Into Manhood, Resuming the Journey."  

Bob: And we've heard over the last couple of days about how you resumed that journey to 
manhood in your own life. As you approached your teenage years, you began acting out 
homosexual behavior. You actually went through a period of abstinence around the time that you 
got married, and then resumed the practice of homosexual behavior later on during your marriage, 
and as you shared with us yesterday, at age 38 there was a spiritual breakthrough in your life as 
you came to faith in Christ and experienced what not a whole lot of people experience – but 
complete, instant deliverance from desire for homosexual practice. 

Alan: I've ministered in this area for about 20 years and haven't found many people with that kind 
of sudden deliverance, but it did happen with me, and it was only in the sexual part of my 
homosexuality. There are other parts we probably ought to get into – identity issues, emotional 
issues that God took much longer to heal in me. 

Bob: Well, I wanted to ask you about this, because there are whole churches, there are 
denominations, some mainline Protestant denominations that have said homosexuality is 
acceptable at some level. There is at least one denomination, the Metropolitan Community 
Churches all around the country, that appeal primarily to homosexuals, and they not only say it's 
acceptable, they celebrate their homosexuality. 

You are saying when a person comes to faith in Christ, that's incompatible with homosexuality. 
How do you respond to these folks who say no it's not? 

Alan: Well, the church had one teaching on homosexuality for probably 1,950 years. It was about 
40 or 50 years ago that some people started to reinterpret the scriptural passages with reference 
to homosexuality. But prior to that, whether you were Roman Catholic or Orthodox or evangelical 
or Pentecostal, it was very clear what God had said about our sexuality – one man, one woman 
within a lifetime commitment to each other, and any other form of sexual behavior was outside of 
God's will. 

But as – in certain denominations as the authority of Scripture started to wane, as they started to 
take their authority from the psychological world or the world's values, they started to come up with 
ways of either reinterpreting Scripture or dismissing its authority in this area. We call it – in ex-gay 
ministry we call it the "gay theology." In 1 Romans where it says "they turned from the natural to 
the unnatural," they say, "Well, this is natural for us, so it would be wrong for us to behave 
heterosexually." They say that the references all in Scripture all had to do with temple prostitution 
or homosexual rape. There's no basis for that, but that's what they say to explain them away. 

Or they dismiss Scripture, as many people in liberal denominations do, you know, the Bible is a 
nice book. I felt that way – it was a nice book, you might get some good things out of it, but don't 
take it too seriously. It was written 2,000 years ago, and we understand so much more today. 

So they were able to justify what they were doing and often they weren't just justifying 
homosexuality at that time. I found that they were also justifying – if they're not homosexually 
oriented, they're justifying their own sinful behavior very often. But this just permeated many of the 
denominations, and it always seemed like the kind, compassionate way – you know, these people 
were born that way, they can't change. Let's just affirm them and what they are. 
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Dennis: I want to put a little different slant on this, because I have a good friend who has a family 
member who is into this lifestyle. So it's not some third party, far removed and distant – I'm pretty 
familiar with this family.  

And as I have listened to the story of what's taking place in this family member's life, a good bit of 
why they have left the church that holds forth to the Scripture is because the church that holds 
forth the Scripture does not hold forth love and has not spoken with a compassionate tender heart, 
forgiving one another just as God, in Christ, has forgiven them. 

And I'm not suggesting at this point, by the way, that they are justified in their behavior of 
continuing to pursue homosexuality. However, those of us who are in the evangelical church who 
profess to be followers of Christ must realize that our Gospel is a Gospel of love. It's not a Gospel 
of condemnation, it's a Gospel that invites people from all lifestyles to faith in Christ, and yet it 
seems like, Alan, this particular sin and people who live in a lifestyle of practicing this sin, creates a 
discomfort within the Christian community that – well, a lot of Christians don't know how to handle 
it, and so the only way they know how to relate to someone who practices homosexual behavior is 
with anger and with fear and reaction and rejection. And that's not going to end up inviting them 
into the Gospel, is it? 

Alan: No, it certainly isn't, and we minister to many people raised in evangelical homes who 
experience that kind of response from their church and feel like they were driven out. 

Bob: You know, I have often wondered – if you had a co-worker, someone you knew, who was a 
homosexual, and you had the choice between that person abandoning the lifestyle but remaining 
unconverted, or that person coming to faith in Christ but continuing to struggle with homosexual 
practice – which would we be more comfortable with? 

Alan: In today's culture when the media and the world is telling them so clearly that homosexuality 
is okay, very often it's going to take the Holy Spirit to convict them that it is wrong, and that will 
come after conversion. 

Don: One of the things that we've done over the years of been working with couples in Bible 
studies and this type of thing, and we've had couples that have come to us not being married yet 
but living together, and we found that if we would just involve them in the Scriptures and allow the 
Holy Spirit to do conviction on them that at some point they are going to look at it and say, "You 
know, my life isn't at odds with what God's Word says." And I think the same balance should also 
be with a person that's caught in the homosexual practices to head and to help them to experience 
who God is and to be around them and be a friend to them but allow the Holy Spirit to work in their 
lives, which He very faithfully does. 

Dennis: Mm-hm. 

Bob: Don, Alan comes to this subject on a personal path. You wrote a book for parents to help 
provide us a way that we can guard our children against being pulled into homosexuality. It was 
the last thing on your mind five or six years ago. How did you come to write this book? 

Don: It absolutely was the last thing on my mind. I work for a couple who is into philanthropy, and 
some of the things that we have been doing and funding was hospice work and also AIDS work 
that's complete all over the world. And my boss one day, as we were talking about it, he said, 
"Don," he said, "We're working on this thing on the wrong end. People – we're working – they're 
dying from AIDS, there are all kinds of problems. What can be done to prevent this? Is there 
anything that can be done, and I would be very much interested in finding out what it is and getting 
involved in that." 

And so we proceeded on a path of trying to find out if there anybody thinking like we were about 
preventing the AIDS epidemic, and also being – particularly in the United States, it's come from the 
homosexual involvement – some from drugs. In Africa, it's heterosexual activity that's outside of 
marriage.  

But, anyhow, so I got to looking for this. We were not able to find anyone who was thinking like we 
were, and so a friend of mine who sort of coached me in this area, and who came out of the 
lifestyle and who had been involved in hospice work for many years, he started to prep me and to 
get me involved in reading some books on this particular subject and, to my surprise, I found out 
that prevention was talked about very, very early in the books. In 1937, we have a book that goes 
back and where the writer talked about homosexuality being prevented. And at that time they said 
it was a problem with the mother, a domineering mother. 

But as we continued to develop, and I continued to research this particular area, I became more 
and more involved and more and more intrigued, and also I found a very correlation between what 
was happening in their lives and also the same correlation that I saw with young people I had been 
working with that were in drugs or alcohol and other addictive behaviors, even sexual behaviors. 
There seemed to be a problem in connecting with a parent. Not that the parent was always doing it 
wrong, but they were not connected in a very positive way with a parent. 

Dennis: Don, I'm really glad you wrote this book because I don't know of another book that is 
written from a preventative analysis of how parents can be proactively addressing the subject of 
sexual identity in their children and not be waiting for something to occur in a son or a daughter 
and then react to that.  
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And one of the lists in your book that I found most helpful was a list of signs that an adolescent 
may be struggling with gender issues. And what I want to do is I want to put this on our website, 
FamilyLifeToday.com, and I just want to read through a portion of this list, and then just have you 
gentlemen comment on it when you'd like, because this list of 14 items is a good – well, it's a good 
reminder for parents to simply be aware of what your child is struggling with, and I think it's good to 
note what you say at the beginning of the list here, Don – that none of these are clear-cut 
indications of homosexual tendencies. "However," you write, "If some of them are evident the 
young person may be struggling with gender issues."  

Number one, a sensitive child being forced to feel different because of mocking or downgrading by 
peers or family. 

Bob: You're talking about a little boy who is being sneered at, who is being called a sissy, 
something like that? 

Don: One of the things that happens an awful lot in schools is that children do label each other, 
and sometimes they don't even know what they're talking about. I just had one of my 
granddaughters came home and shared with me that one of the young boys was calling her a fag. 
And I don't think the young boy even knew what the word meant. 

Bob: It doesn't sound like it. 

Don: It doesn't, no, but it really bothered her and upset her, and I had to reassure her that she was 
not that. 

Dennis: Well, here is another sign that an adolescent may be struggling with gender issues – 
effeminate behavior or a appearance in boys, extreme macho behavior, mannish style or butch 
posturing in girls, and you put in parentheses, Don, not to be confused with simply being athletic. 

Don: Correct. These are some of the things that we, in our society, find it – they're different. If it's a 
girl, she immediately gets labeled. She's not – maybe the other girls in the group don't find her 
attractive, or maybe they're not just interested in the same types of things, and so she gets labeled. 

With a boy, if you don't play football or if you don't get into sports and get into real rough-and-
tumble type stuff, they get labeled, and the more they get labeled, the more they will tend towards 
going in that direction. 

Bob: Alan, there were girls in my elementary school that we called "tomboys." That doesn't mean 
that a girl is going to grow up to be a lesbian, does it? 

Alan: No. Neither of these things are sure indicators of lesbianism or male homosexuality. Every 
effeminate boy is not going to grow up to be a homosexual just as every homosexual man is not 
necessarily effeminate. But they are indicators of the possibility, so they have to be taken 
seriously. 

Dennis: Here is another one – unnatural friendship that is compulsive, secretive or inseparable 
friendships developing between siblings, cousins, relatives or neighbors, especially if merged 
families or in foster families. 

Don: Correct. That's when two children that spend an awful lot of time together – you know, it's 
one thing to have buds, as we call "buddies," and it's one thing to have friendships, but they go 
beyond that to more of an emotional attachment. And in mixed families, this can be a danger signal 
to watch for. 

Dennis: Now, this next one that is certainly an obvious sign that an adolescent may be struggling 
with a gender issue here, you could hear a teenager saying this – "I must be gay," or "I guess I'm 
bisexual." That's a real warning, isn't it, to hear a child, a teenager, express that? 

Don: It is, very much so. And you're not too sure whether they're just picking that up from our 
society today or somebody is – like the gay activist trying to tell them what they are or whether 
they're kind of putting these out as feelers and trying to get an idea of what the response of the 
parent is going to be back towards them. 

Dennis: Alan, if a young person expressed something like this – "I must be gay" – what should a 
mom, what should a dad do in response to that statement? They need to be really careful how they 
move into that child's life at that point, don't they? 

Alan: I think, first of all, they have to really check the validity of what they're saying. Unfortunately, 
in today's world, when boys go through a natural phase of kind of idolizing another boy, maybe an 
older boy. Girls, little girls, get crushes on each other. In today's society, if the gay-affirming people 
are into that school, they are telling that child, because they have these feelings, they could be 
homosexual, and they could very possibly be a normal phase they're going through. Little girls do 
get crushes on each other – "Boys are icky," and younger boys may tend to idolize older boys a 
little bit. 

I always try to believe that people are not homosexual. I don't want to believe they are, and – but 
they need to talk to them at depth, not take this on its – just on the surface. 

Don: I think one of the positive approaches a parent can take is – particularly the father – to start 
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Anonymous @ 3/8/2009 11:02:05 AM 

Hopeful (Kentucky), over 60 , married, with a family 
 
Continued: detecting early proclivity toward homosexuality. I have concerns about my young 
grandson and yet, I am a strong believer that he can be guided "in the way he should go." 
Thank you for these invaluable "tools" his parents can read and listen to, prayerfully, with 
conviction about the seriousness of these signs. 
 
In appreciation for the encouragement of Alan's interview and testimony to a merciful God 
whose redeeming grace can reach and rescue us in an instant! 
 
In His time, 

Anonymous @ 3/8/2009 11:01:11 AM 

Hopeful (Kentucky), over 60 , married, with a family 
 
Continued: repentance and confession to "sponsors" and brothers in recovery from their 
own addictions to internet porn.  
 
Laborious and time-consuming as it is, I give a "sacrifice of thanksgiving" for THE PROCESS 
of restoration. There are life and death choices demanding dependence upon God for 
wisdom from His Word and power from His Spirit. There are unexpected rushes that demand 
instant resistance to the "lust of the eyes",deceit of the heart,"strongholds" of the mind and 
to the triune temptations of envy, idolatry and covetous lust.  
 
To FamilyLife: my unique struggle with sinful nature calls for a persevering "good fight of 
faith" and diligent "labor to enter in to the rest"(Heb.4), but it is made more attainable by 
God's grace connecting me to the kind of hope I heard on this program. So THANK YOU. 
 
I must admit there is something new to me and of urgent importance in this offer of tapes and 
books is instruction for d 

Anonymous @ 3/8/2009 11:00:08 AM 

Hopeful (Kentucky), over 60 , married, with a family 
 
Continued: hurting those who believed in me and the integrity of the gospel; Also, the 
consequences of continually turning from God's calling and the intimacy of His love to the 
lustful enticements of anonymous sex was tearing me apart inside. The physical effects of 
stress from shame, secrecy and fear were taking me down a path to an early death. 
 
Since my "acting out" began - in the early 80's, I still struggle and am in danger of yielding to 
obsessive thoughts on a weekly basis. I have been through two treatment centers and many 
weekend workshops like "Journey into Manhood." (Note: "A Weekend to Remember" with my 
wife and Church leaders was an awesome gift to all! Thank God for your outreach and for my 
praying wife who has held on.) I am going through "The Search For Significance" the third 
time. I have had many Christian counselors and recovery groups such as S.A. and "Faithful 
and True." Help has come through repentance an 

Anonymous @ 3/8/2009 10:58:51 AM 

Hopeful (Kentucky), over 60 , married, with a family 
 
Continued: their Oscar acceptance speeches for persuasive and tearful advocacy.  
 
Dennis, please keep making available the resources of hope for wounded men to avoid or 
escape the consequences of pornography as well as choosing a same sex identity. THANKS! 
 
To Alan: I know only the men who are less fortunate than you. They are working daily on 
boundary issues, spiritual disciplines, accountability calls and perhaps twelve step recovery 
for sex addicts or reparative therapy for gender identity - possibly for the rest of their lives. I 
am one of these...today! 
 
I praise God for the miracle of your instantaneous healing through prayer. My belief in the 
supernatural work of the Holy Spirit and "spiritual warfare" has led me to workshops on 
demonic deliverance and other sources of prayer counseling. Yet,I am still struggling in my 
sixties. My wife and children, one a pastor, all know why I left the pastorate years ago - to 
avoid 
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Anonymous @ 3/8/2009 10:55:27 AM 

Hopeful (Kentucky), over 60 , married, with a family  
A Divine Appointment! 
The other day, I randomly turned on Christian Radio and heard Alan Medinger's interview. He 
was telling my own story almost verbatim! It is refreshing hope for the healing of "Unwanted 
Same Sex Attraction," and it has inspired me to respond...anonymously, yet with 
transparency. First, as a retired pastor and active evangelical Christian, I want to say 
that"Growth into Manhood" messages have become a high priority for Churches and the 
Kingdom of God as we face the future with newly empowered, united forces in our nation 
who believe equal and civil rights include homosexual "marriages." Included in the billions of 
dollars behind this movement are the majority of actors, as seen this week at the first 
Academy Awards in its history to give open support for the homosexual "legacy" of Harvey 
Milk, whose assassination was compared to Dr. King's death. Both the best actor and the 
writer of the movie "Milk" used thei 

Anonymous @ 2/26/2009 8:21:59 AM 

It seems your broadcast has touched a lot of nerves - must mean you are doing 
something right. I am a therapist who works with homosexual men and I see, weekly, the 
truths of which you speak. It is true that it is such a broad subject that many people who no 
nothing of the psychological issues of child development, personality development and 
neurochemistry seem to focus on just one issue, i.e., being quite upset over the focus on the 
father. Hopefully, you can broadcast more info on this subject which, also, encompasses the 
whole gender identity issue, as well as, the neurological hard-wiring that occurs when 
presented with the homosexual alternative during childhood development. It is vital to the 
survival of the individual and the family that the truth is spoken on this subject, no matter 
who it offends. Thank you for you work. 

Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 4:34:18 PM 

To Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 2:28:30 PM -- I read the transcript and am glad for 
Mr.Medinger. However, to say any theory is better than nothing does not follow. Christians 
are not to author false witness. If homosexuality does not relate to poor fathering then a 
Christian show should not offer a guest that says it does.  
 
To Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 1:32:14 PM -- I agree with you. The theory offered by these 
guests is so bound to America. Thinking outside of our cloister can help us see that the 
cause doesn't matter (except we should promote falsehood). 
 
I hope you will find some other way to approach this topic in the future... 

Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 2:28:30 PM 

Thank you for these series of broadcasts. I think there is far too little said about the 
struggles of the homosexual and the role of the church. Every story is different, as is true of 
each person. To dismiss your effort to minister in this area because of some percieved 
archaic theory of reference to experiences that seem to support a theory is purely in the 
perception of the reader. This subject is much broader and more complex. Please keep 
having people share their testimonies because it is the proof of the power of the Holy Spirit in 
that person's life. The enemy hates it and would love nothing more than to discount any 
effort to help the sinner become free of the sin. Jesus is able to deliver from any sin. Thank 
you for faithfully sharing and encouraging your listeners, and providing appropriate materials 
and helps. 

Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 1:32:14 PM 

I love Family Life and the programs you have. I grew up in Africa and came to the States 
only 13 years ago. I just don't understand why sins are always attached to other things. We 
have lots of people in Africa who didn't have a father figure or did not have the affection they 
should have had, like I had a dominant mother but they did not turn to be gay because this is 
not acceptable at all. The fact that everything has an excuse and justified is the problem here. 
The Christians in America need to turn to the Lord not too many people read the word of God 
and pray and that is the problem. People pleasing the the sin of America and this is why we 
don't see too many sold out Christian. 

Anonymous @ 2/25/2009 11:44:25 AM 

continued from the last comment... 
 
I can understand Alan is just telling his story but Mr. Schmeierer should do some research on 
his theories. He is passing off outdated stereotypes as science and this is something a 
Christian should not do. I feel sad that your show promoted this. 
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